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Abstract— Grasp detection is an essential task in robotics
with various industrial applications. However, traditional meth-
ods often struggle with occlusions and do not utilize language
for grasping. Incorporating natural language into grasp de-
tection remains a challenging task and largely unexplored. To
address this gap, we propose a new method for language-driven
grasp detection with mask-guided attention by utilizing the
transformer attention mechanism with semantic segmentation
features. Our approach integrates visual data, segmentation
mask features, and natural language instructions, significantly
improving grasp detection accuracy. Our work introduces a new
framework for language-driven grasp detection, paving the way
for language-driven robotic applications. Intensive experiments
show that our method outperforms other recent baselines by
a clear margin, with a 10.0% success score improvement. We
further validate our method in real-world robotic experiments,
confirming the effectiveness of our approach.

I. INTRODUCTION

Grasp detection is the fundamental task in robotics, with
widespread applications in manufacturing, logistics, and ser-
vice robots [1]. Traditional grasping detection methods often
struggle with object complexities and occlusions [2]. How-
ever, recent advances in computer vision, machine learning,
and natural language processing have opened up new possi-
bilities for addressing the challenge using deep networks [3].
However, most existing works focus on detecting grasp poses
without language instruction [4]–[10]. In practice, language-
driven grasping presents an intriguing and demanding task
in robot manipulation [3], [11], where natural language can
guide the robot to grasp on-demand objects. Developing
language-driven grasping systems is not a rival task and re-
quires the understanding of language instructions and visual
information of scene [12], [13].

In recent years, there has been a surge in interest in
language-driven robotic manipulation, enabling robots to
comprehend natural language commands for executing ma-
nipulation tasks [3], [12], [14]–[16]. This paradigm shift
brings numerous advantages, including enhanced human-
robot interaction, adaptability to various environments, and
improved task efficiency [17]. Language-driven robotic
frameworks are gaining momentum, empowering robots to
process natural language and bridging the gap between
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Fig. 1. We propose a mask-guided attention mechanism that learns the
mask and language features to tackle the language-driven grasping task.

robotic manipulations and real-world human-robot interac-
tion [17]. Embodied robots such as PaLM-E [16], Ego-
COT [17], and ConceptFusion [18] have emerged with the
capability to comprehend natural language by leveraging
large foundation models like ChatGPT [19]. However, many
existing works primarily focus on high-level robot actions,
overlooking fundamental grasping actions, thus limiting gen-
eralization across robotic domains, tasks, and skills [20].
Despite the rising interest in language-driven grasp detection,
current approaches struggle to handle object complexities
effectively [20]. Challenges such as ambiguities in natural
language instructions, limited vocabulary, and difficulties
in contextual understanding impede the accurate interpre-
tation of user commands [17]. Moreover, dependencies on
precise language understanding and inefficiencies in noisy
environments pose additional obstacles, potentially leading
to difficulties in object comprehension [12].

In this paper, we present a new approach to tackle the
language-driven grasp detection task. Inspired by the Trans-
former network’s powerful attention mechanism [21], our
method capitalizes on recent advancements in multimodal
learning to integrate visual information, segmentation mask
features, and natural language instructions for robust grasp
detection. Specifically, we propose a mask-guided attention
mechanism for the language-driven grasp detection task
to concurrently model grasp region features, segmentation
mask features, and language embeddings. Our approach
aims to enhance object understanding through attention to
segmentation mask features, facilitating a better connec-
tion between attended language embeddings and the correct
grasp region features, thereby improving the accuracy of the
language-driven grasp detection task. Extensive experiments
demonstrate that our method achieves an approximately
10% success score improvement over the baselines. Ablation
studies and qualitative results on real-world robotic grasping
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applications further validate the effectiveness of our approach
and provide insights for future research directions.

Our main contributions are summarized as follows:
• We propose a mask-guided attention mechanism to

enhance multimodal integration for the language-driven
grasp detection task.

• We provide a comprehensive analysis of our proposed
method, including experimental results on benchmark
datasets and ablation studies to evaluate the effective-
ness of different components.

II. RELATED WORK

Grasp Detection. Traditional approaches to robotic grasp
detection have included analytical methods [4], [5], [22],
which focus on object geometry and contact forces, and
convolutional neural networks (CNNs) [7], [23]–[27], trained
on labeled datasets of grasping examples [7]–[9]. While
attention mechanisms in Transformers have shown promise
in sequence modeling for information fusion across global
sequences [21], Wang et al. [10] introduced a Transformer-
based visual grasp detection framework, leveraging atten-
tion’s ability to aggregate information across input sequences
for improved global representation. The design of this frame-
work incorporates local window attention to capture local
contextual information and detailed features of graspable
objects. However, a significant drawback of both analytical,
CNN-based, and Transformer-based methods is their lim-
ited scene understanding and inability to process language
instructions, which hampers their effectiveness in dynamic,
human-centric environments.

Language-driven Grasp Detection. Recent advances in
large language models have facilitated the integration of
language understanding to robotic tasks, enabling robots
to execute manipulation tasks based on natural language
instructions [28]–[35]. This transition towards language-
guided grasp referral empowers robots to identify and ma-
nipulate objects according to user specifications, thereby
enhancing their utility in complex scenarios [12], [17]. For
instance, Tziafas et al. [36] concentrate on grasp synthesis
based on linguistic references, predicting grasp poses for
referenced objects using natural language in cluttered scenes,
while Chen et al. [37] propose a method to jointly learn from
visual and language features and predict 2D grasp boxes from
RGB images.

Transformer Attention Mechanism. Initially for NLP
tasks [38], the Transformer’s multi-head attention mecha-
nism excels in capturing long-term word correlations. While
primarily used in NLP, attempts have been made to ap-
ply Transformers to vision tasks such as image super-
resolution [39], object detection [40], and multimodal video
understanding [41]–[43]. However, these methods still rely
on CNN-extracted features. Recent advancements include
convolution-free vision Transformers [44], which operate
directly on raw images, achieving competitive performance.
Further improvements in training data efficiency have been
made by [45] through stronger data augmentations and
knowledge distillation. The pure Transformer design has

since been applied to various vision tasks, including semantic
segmentation [46], point cloud classification [47], and action
recognition [48]–[50]. In our work, we propose Mask-guided
Attention as the Transformer attention model to learn visual
inputs, object segmentation features, and text features for the
language-driven grasp detection task.

Despite the burgeoning interest in language-driven grasp
detection, extant methods grapple with the intricacies of
object geometries, linguistic ambiguities, and contextual un-
derstanding challenges, impeding precise interpretation of
user commands [16], [17]. This restricts robots’ ability to
understand nuanced, implicit instructions crucial for real-
world interactions [12], [17], [20]. To this end, we intro-
duce a new framework for language-driven grasp detection,
harnessing recent strides in transformer multimodal learning
and attention mechanisms [21]. Specifically, we advocate for
a mask-guided attention mechanism, tailored to bolster grasp
detection reliability through comprehensive multimodal inte-
gration. Our intuition is to utilize segmentation mask features
to enhance the alignment between language embeddings and
grasp region features for the language-driven grasping task.

III. LANGUAGE-DRIVEN GRASPING WITH MASK-GUIDED
ATTENTION

A. Overview
Given an input RGB image I and a text prompt describing

the object of interest, our goal is to detect the grasping
pose on the image that best matches the text prompt input.
We follow the popular rectangle grasp convention that is
widely used in previous work to define the grasp pose [8].
In particular, each grasp pose is defined with five parameters:
the (x, y) center coordinate, the width, height (w, h) of the
rectangle, and the rotational angle identifies the orientation
of the rectangle relative to the horizontal axis of the image.
Fig. 2 shows an overview of our framework. We leverage
a pretrained text encoder and segmentation mask features
from the segmentation head, along with a grasp region
proposal head for spatial feature extraction. Our method,
mask-guided attention, improves grasp detection task by
incorporating cross-attention from segmentation mask fea-
tures and language embeddings, enhancing the connection
between language embeddings and grasp region features
through attention to segmentation mask features.

B. Visual and Language Feature Extraction
Grasp Region Feature Extraction. The first stage of

our visual processing pipeline is to extract a set of grasp
regions of interest (ROIs) and their feature representations
as in [51], [52]. The visual grasp region features contain ge-
ometric information for determining grasp configuration and
semantic information for reasoning with natural languages.
At the end of the grasp region feature extraction pipeline,
a fixed-size feature map is passed to a convolution neural
network to produce a set of vectors, which are interpreted
as the embedding for each candidate grasp region. Specially,
the grasp region feature representation vector is defined as:

Fvis = {yvis,i}m1 = {(ρi, ri, yiimg)}m1 , (1)
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Fig. 2. The overview of our mask-guided attention framework for the language-driven grasp detection task.

where Fvis ∈ Rd×h×w, the coordinates of (ρ, r, yimg) consist
of the proposal probability, the predicted position, and the
image feature representation.

Segmentation Feature Extraction. We leverage an ob-
ject instances segmentation network to acquire features that
represent the “meaning” of objects within an image. By
building upon the proven object instance segmentation ar-
chitecture [53], [54], our network progressively analyzes the
image, culminating in rich, high-dimensional segmentation
mask features F seg ∈ Rd×h×w. These features provide a
granular understanding of the scene, from large shapes to
fine details, leading to improved performance.

Text embedding. Given an input text query with K words
(e.g., “grasp the blue bottle”), we embed the text input with
a pre-trained BERT [21] or CLIP [55] into text embedding
feature vectors F text ∈ Rd. We note that the text encoder is
frozen during the training.

C. Mask-guided Attention

Inspired by the Transformer network’s powerful attention
mechanism [21], we introduce a new architecture called
mask-guided attention. Our approach merges information
from various sources (grasp region features, text features,
and segmentation mask features) to achieve a deeper un-
derstanding of grasping tasks. By employing cross-modal
attention, our method focuses on critical features within each
modality, ultimately fusing them into a unified representation
that guides toward robust grasping. Our proposed cross
attention mechanism jointly learns the W text

Q ,W text
K ,W text

V and
W vis

Q ,W vis
K ,W vis

V and W seg
Q ,W seg

K ,W seg
V , i.e., the query, key

and value weight matrices for grasp region features, text
features, and segmentation mask features, respectively. Here,
all weight matrices have dimensions d× d.

We first use a self-attention layer to compute the output
Stext from the input features F text by first transforming them
into query, key, and value matrices using learned linear trans-
formations. Specifically, we calculate Qtext = F text ×W text

Q ;
K text = F text × W text

K ; V text = F text × W text
V . Subsequently,

we determine the value Stext as follows:

Stext = softmax(
Qtext · (K text)⊤√

d
) (2)

To understand the relationship between the text and grasp
region features, we first calculate Qvis = F text×W vis

Q ; Kvis =

Fvis ×W vis
K ; V vis = Fvis ×W vis

V , then calculate Svis:

Svis = softmax(
Qvis · (Kvis)⊤√

d
) (3)

Similarity, to understand the relationship between seg-
mentation mask and grasp region features, we first obtain
Qseg = Fvis×W seg

Q ; Kseg = F seg×W seg
K ; V seg = F seg×W seg

V ,
then calculate Sseg:

Sseg = softmax(
Qseg · (Kseg)⊤√

d
) (4)

The overall attention outputs can then be computed as
Stext ×V text, Svis ×V vis and Sseg ×V seg, respectively, which
can be applied to the original vectors F text, Fvis and F seg.
The attention can be learned over multiple heads in parallel,
as seen in the transformer architecture [38], for added context
within the scaling. If the attention layer is splitted into H
heads, the output of each head will have a dimension of
dhead = d

H . Also, the weight matrices Q, K and V will now
be of dimensions dhead×d. The final output of the multi-head
attention layer is then given by:



MultiHeadAttn = concat(head1, ..., headH)WO (5)

where WO ∈ Rd×d are weights to be learned. We use a
layer normalization post-scaling to reduce the chances of
overfitting. The final output of the scaling results in the
following embeddings:

ztext = LayerNorm(Stext × V text + F text) (6)

zvis = LayerNorm(Svis × V vis + Fvis) (7)

zseg = LayerNorm(Sseg × V seg + F seg) (8)

An output grasping module that consists of two Multi-
Layer Perceptron (MLP) to fused the information of
{ztext

1 , · · · , ztext
M } and {zvis

1 , · · · , zvis
M}, then the final MLP

layers projects fused features into a set of M grasp scores
{Svis

1 , · · · , Svis
M }, respectively. The grasp object proposal

Gi, i ∈ M with the highest grasping score is selected as
the final grasping prediction.

D. Training

Triplet Correspondence Loss. The introduced loss func-
tion for grasp region features correspondence aims to un-
derstand the relationship between grasp regions and those
identified in the segmentation mask feature of objects. We
formulate this correspondence loss as a triplet loss [56]–[60]:

Lcor =

M∑
m=1

{[
α− s(zvis

m , zseg
m ) + s(zvis

m , zseg
i )

]
+

+
[
α− s(zvis

m , zseg
m ) + s(zvis

j , zseg
m )

]
+

}
,

where s(·) is the similarity function. We use the inner
product over the L2 normalized feature zvis and zseg as
s(·) in our experiments. α is the margin with a default
value of 0.1. i, j are the index for the hard negatives where
i = argmaxi ̸=ms(zvis

m , zseg
i ) and j = argmaxj ̸=ms(zvis

j , zseg
m ).

We determine the grasp correspondence among the attention
grasp region features proposals m and the attention segmen-
tation mask features within each input image I .

Grasp Loss. The grasp loss function, denoted as Lgrasp,
is informed by previous research on grasp detection [51],
[52]. It combines grasp regression and classification losses
to serve two main purposes. Firstly, grasp regression loss
guarantees accurate grasp localization. Secondly, classifica-
tion loss assists in accurately identifying successful grasps,
crucial for distinguishing effective grasping strategies from
ineffective ones.

Lgrasp =−
∑

i∈Positive

log(pig)−
∑

i∈Negative

log(piu)

+ β
∑

i∈Positive

smoothL1(Gi, Gi
gt)

(9)

where pig and piu denote probabilities of grasp sample classi-
fication into “graspable” and “ungraspable”, and Gi and Gi

gt

denote predicted and ground truth grasps, respectively. In our
experiment, β is set to 1.4 to balances the contributions of
grasp regression and classification.

Finally, the overall training objective is the combination
of both loss terms Ltotal:

Ltotal = Lgrasp + λcLcor (10)

In our experiment, λc is set to 0.8 to balance the loss.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

We first conduct experiments to assess the effectiveness
of our proposed method on a large-scale language-driven
grasping dataset [11]. We further verify our method on real
robot grasping experiments. Additionally, we showcase the
ablation study of our approach in language-driven grasp de-
tection tasks. Finally, we discuss the encountered challenges
and outline open questions for future research.

A. Experimental Setup

Dataset. Our experimental setup utilizes the Grasp-
Anything dataset [11], a large-scale compilation of grasp data
synthesized from foundational models. This dataset boasts
diversity and scale, comprising 1M images with textual
descriptions and featuring over 3M objects. As in [11],
[61], we categorize data into ‘Seen’ and ‘Unseen’ categories,
allocating 70% of categories as ‘Seen’ and the remaining
30% as ‘Unseen’. We also use the harmonic mean (’H’)
metric to measure overall success rates [61].

Evaluation Metrics. Our principal evaluation metric is the
success rate, as defined similarly to [24]. This necessitates
that the Intersection over Union (IoU) score of the predicted
grasp exceeds 25% with the ground truth grasp, and the offset
angle is less than 30°. During training, we keep the text
encoder and segmentation extractor fixed and then train the
rest of the network end-to-end.

Baselines. We compare our method (MaskGrasp) with
GR-CNN [24], Det-Seg-Refine [62], GG-CNN [63], CLI-
PORT [3], and CLIP-Fusion [34], utilizing either a pretrained
CLIP [55] model for text embedding.

TABLE I
LANGUAGE-DRIVEN GRASP DETECTION RESULTS.

Baseline Seen UnSeen H #Params Inference time

GR-ConvNet [24] + CLIP [55] 0.37 0.18 0.24 2.07M 0.022s
Det-Seg-Refine [62] + CLIP [55] 0.30 0.15 0.20 1.82M 0.200s
GG-CNN [63] + CLIP [55] 0.12 0.08 0.10 1.24M 0.040s
CLIPORT [3] 0.36 0.26 0.29 10.65M 0.131s
CLIP-Fusion [34] 0.40 0.29 0.33 13.51M 0.157s

MaskGrasp + BERT [21] (ours) 0.47 0.43 0.42 4.91M 0.127s
MaskGrasp + CLIP [55] (ours) 0.50 0.46 0.45 4.72M 0.116s

B. Language-driven Grasp Detection Results

Quantitative Results. Table I shows the comparison
between our method and baselines on the Grasp-Anything
dataset. Our approach consistently outperforms other base-
lines with a clear margin in both ‘Seen’ and ‘Unseen’ setups.
Moreover, in the ‘Unseen’ setup, our method exhibits signif-
icant superiority, surpassing the runner-up, CLIP-Fusion [34]
by 0.17 in success score.
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Grasp the wristwatch at its dial

Fig. 3. Language-driven grasp detection results.

Qualitative Results. Fig. 3 shows the quantitative evalua-
tion of our method and other baselines. This figure shows
that our method produces semantically plausible results,
particularly in cluttered scenes where we have occlusions.

C. Ablation Study

Mask-guided Attention Analysis. To understand how
our mask-guided attention performs, we visualize the at-
tention focus under different conditions and compare the
model’s prioritization of information when provided with
both segmentation mask features and text instructions ver-
sus text alone. Our results, depicted in Fig. 4, indicate
that our method concentrates attention on the target ob-
ject more effectively when segmentation mask features are
available, suggesting that these features guide the model’s
focus towards crucial regions and facilitate the extraction
of richer contextual information, thereby improving grasp
performance.

Pick up the knife at its neck

w/o. mask-guided attention w. mask-guided attention

Grasp the cup at its head

w/o. mask-guided attention w. mask-guided attention

Grasp the smart phone Give me the wooden spoon

Fig. 4. The visualization comparison between using and not using our
mask-guided attention.

Effectiveness of Segmentation Features. To assess the
importance of segmentation mask features for grasping,
we compared our model’s performance with and without

Our method with correspondence loss
incorporating segmentation mask features

Our method without correspondence loss
incorporating segmentation mask features

Fig. 5. t-SNE visualization of the grasp object feature representations.
We apply t-SNE to cluster the grasp object feature representations zvis of
Equation 7 when using and not using the correspondence loss with mask
feature objects in our method.

TABLE II
ABLATION STUDY.

Baseline Seen UnSeen H

Ours w/o segmentation mask 0.432 0.314 0.349
Ours w/o correspondence loss 0.483 0.429 0.447
Ours 0.500 0.460 0.451

them. Using t-SNE [64], we cluster the grasp region feature
representations zvis (Equation 7) under both conditions.
Fig. 5 illustrates that without correspondence loss with mask-
guided features, the decision boundaries for most grasp
region features are indistinct and challenging to discern
during training. Conversely, applying correspondence loss
with mask-guided features enhances both the accuracy and
learned grasp region features of the network. These findings,
supported by detailed results in Table II, underscore the
positive impact of integrating mask-guided features and the
corresponding loss function on grasping performance.

In the Wild Detection. Fig. 6 showcases visualizations
produced by our method, trained solely on the Grasp-
Anything dataset, when applied to random internet images
and other dataset images. These results demonstrate our



TABLE III
ROBOTIC LANGUAGE-DRIVEN GRASP DETECTION RESULTS

Baseline Single Cluttered

GR-ConvNet [24] + CLIP [55] 0.33 0.30
Det-Seg-Refine [62] + CLIP [55] 0.30 0.23

GG-CNN [63] + CLIP [55] 0.10 0.07
CLIPORT [3] 0.27 0.30

CLIP-Fusion [34] 0.40 0.40

MaskGrasp (ours) 0.43 0.42

Pick up the mouse Grasp the mug Give me the pen Grasp the wooden
spoon at its neck

Pick up the pliers Grasp up the glass
cup

Give me the
scissors Pick up the fork

Fig. 6. In the wild detection results. Top row images are from Grasp-
Net [65], YCB-Video [9] datasets; bottom row shows internet images.

model’s robust generalization to real-world images, despite
being trained solely on synthetic data from Grasp-Anything,
without real image inputs.

D. Robotic Experiment

In Fig. 7, we showcase our robotic evaluation using
a KUKA robot. Grasp detection, alongside other methods
listed in Table III of the main paper, is evaluated using
depth images from an Intel RealSense D435i depth camera
following methodology in [24]. Our proposed method infers
4-DoF grasp poses, transformed into 6 DoF poses under the
assumption of flat surface objects. Trajectory optimization
detailed in [66], [67] guides the robot to target poses. The
setup involves two computers: PC1 handles real-time control,
camera, and gripper, while PC2 runs ROS on Ubuntu Noetic
20.04, communicating with the robot via EtherCAT protocol.
PC2, equipped with an NVIDIA RTX 3080 Ti graphics
card, manages the inference process. We assess performance
across single-object and cluttered scenarios with a diverse
set of real-world objects, repeating each experiment for all
methods 30 times to ensure reliability.

Our proposed method, incorporating mask-guided atten-
tion guidance, outperforms other baselines, as shown in
Table III. Remarkably, despite being trained solely on Grasp-
Anything, a synthetic dataset generated by foundational
models, it performs well on real-world objects.

V. DISCUSSION

Limitation. Despite significantly improving generalization
capabilities, our method faces challenges when handling
scenes with complex semantic object relationships and in-
tricate geometries. Ambiguities arising from contextual cues

Query: "Grasp me the knife"

1 2

34

Fig. 7. The robotic experiment setup and sequence of grasping actions.

Grasp the pot of
plant

Give me the
dishes Pick up a book Get me a glass

bottle

Fig. 8. Failure cases of our method.

can impede the accurate association of objects with language-
driven instructions, as demonstrated by some failure cases
in Fig. 8. Further refinement may be required to effectively
address such scenarios.

Future work. While our study represents a new method
in language-driven grasp detection with mask-guided atten-
tion, several promising avenues for future research war-
rant exploration. Further investigation into nuanced attention
mechanisms and refinement of handling complex semantic
relationships between objects and language instructions are
essential [68]. Additionally, the integration of reinforcement
learning techniques offers the potential for developing adap-
tive grasp strategies tailored to specific tasks and environ-
ments [69]. These directions hold promise for enhancing
the capabilities and applicability of language-driven robotic
grasping systems in real-world scenarios.

VI. CONCLUSION

We introduce a mask-guided attention mechanism to im-
prove multimodal integration for the language-driven grasp
detection task. By combining a transformer with segmen-
tation mask-conditioned attention, our method effectively
integrates visual and textual information, enhancing grasping
accuracy and adaptability. This mechanism prioritizes crucial
regions in both modalities, resulting in improved perfor-
mance. The intensive experiments show that our method
outperforms other baselines by a clear margin in vision-based
benchmarks and real-world robotic grasping experiments.
Our source code and trained model will be made publicly
available to facilitate future studies.
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